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A New Year at ELSPM
Over 40 students are currently enrolled for Semester 1 2017. They come from 9 different
countries, 11 different Religious Orders and three Christian Churches. As the reputation of
ELSPM grows into a place of quality education and religious support, numbers are increasing.
ELSPM provides preparation for the University of Divinity colleges as well preparation for
Ministry within the Church. A warm welcome helps students to settle into a new environment
and Staff support students not only with their language studies but also with personal and
cultural support. The presence of YTU students, studying theology and sharing the common
room, inspires the students to keep working towards their goals.
During 2017 we will continue to provide quality education in a faith context.
Graduation 2016
On December 16th the students of ELSPM
gathered at Holy Cross, Templestowe for the
end of Year Mass and Graduation. A number
of special guests, including the Passionists
Provincial Fr Tom McDonough, Pastor Brett
Kennet, representatives of various Religious
Congregations and current volunteers were
present for the Thanksgiving Eucharist and
Graduation Ceremony. The students led the
music in a combination of Advent hymns and
songs of thanksgiving. In a moment of reflection the 7 students who were finishing their courses
were presented with a candle as the Choir sang ‘Go Light your World’. Earlier Sr Margaret, the
Academic Manager had reflected on the significance of the Advent candles lighting the darkness
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as Christians waited for the birth of Christ. The ‘Our Father’ was prayed in Vietnamese
highlighting the culture and prayer of this significant group of students.

At the end of Mass the students then took part in a simple Graduation ceremony which they
began with a beautiful rendition of the traditional hymn “O Holy Night’. Each student was
presented with a certificate of Participation as well as a Course Certificate for their studies.
Board Member Stephen Cougle commented “When I think about the graduation day at Holy
Cross, foremost in my mind is that the high quality English spoken by our students is so
reaffirming of the success of the school. It was an emotional and inspiring day.”
Several students publically expressed their thanks to the Staff and volunteers who had worked
with them over the semester. Individual help has enabled students to make significant progress
with their studies as well as complete special projects such as the School Bulletins.
The following is from Fr Priscus Massawe:
On behalf of the graduates, I would like to express our sincere thanks to the ELSPM
staff for their effort, motivation and encouragement to us in our English learning.
In particular, I would like to thank Sr. Margaret Bentley our school manager for her
contribution to make our school run well and be a comfortable place for us to study.
Teachers, Ian, Pamela, Michael, Mary and Robyn, also our school counsellor Sue and
above all our beloved Fr. Kevin, the administrator of ELSPM, for their collaboration to make us learn
English better. We are proud of you all. Now we can express ourselves in English, we can write essay,
proposals, and letters in good English. We can listen to others, to mass media and understand. We
can read different articles, Journals, books and understand. We feel so blessed with your tender heart,
sacrifice and the love that you have shown to us. May God bless you all.
God calls us to be His messengers. We are called for Pastoral ministry as the name our school
expresses. The English knowledge is a tool we have achieved here which will help us to proclaim the
message of the Gospel better. This tool will be used beyond the twelve nationalities now present at
school. The majority of us belong to Missionary Congregations and so we are privileged to minister in
many nations, and now we can add English speaking countries.
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Our request, we ask you to keep us in your program when we turn to you for English assistance such
as correction and other difficulties we come across during our ministry. Thank you and God bless you
all.
After the Graduation Ceremony, students and visitors enjoyed a BBQ lunch in the grounds of
Holy Cross. The day concluded with a great game of soccer, showing off some athletic talent as
well as the student’s academic talents.

Thanks to our Volunteer Liza and her husband Carlos for the loan of the soccer goals which
added a more professional touch to the game.
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Current Student Reflections
At the end of each course students complete a feedback sheet to enable Staff to make
adjustments to course or content to meet the needs of students. The following are some of the
student reflections:
Ø Learning English at ELSPM gave me the chance to share culture and faith with others
Ø The friendships I have formed have been very special to me
Ø The relationship we have with our teachers is great – it is a different experience for me to work
with teachers this way.
Ø I love the way the teachers work, they have excellent methods to help us learn.
Ø I am so amazed at my own improvement in English in such a short time
Ø ELSPM is the right choice for me
Ø Thank you
Past Student Reflections
My name is Manuel. I am a Passionist priest from Mexico. I am supporting some
young fellows in the Passionist training program in Honduras, Central America.
These guys want to become Passionist missionaries. My task is wonderful. I am
teaching to them some classes of Human Development and also English.
Attending ELSPM has helped me to do this.

My Experience at ELSPM
The uncertainties of starting a university study in Australia was what preoccupied my mind
before I began a semester course at ELSPM. Initially, the passion of the teachers at ELSPM made
me feel at home. What really encouraged me was Teacher Pamela’s disclosure that the most
difficult aspect of English Language learning is “a five percent polishing work,” which is often
more complex than the ninety-five percent of English learned from the beginning stages.
Therefore, I had to pay critical attention in class in order to pick up the critical English language
skills.
As it is with language learning, I am aiming to get the nuance of the Australian English. Most
importantly, the deep sharing skills of Teacher Pamela greatly introduced me to the Australian
culture. The ELSPM environment was conducive enough to foster effective learning. Having
acquired the right essay writing skills from ELSPM, my first semester study at Yarra Theological
Union became very manageable. I remain thankful to all the staff of ELSPM for the good work
they are doing.
Edward Okletey Teye.

December, 2016.
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IELTS GROUP
It is not unusual that students at ELSPM need to sit the IELTS test
for further studies or residency visas. At the moment there are 4
students preparing for IELTS over the next few months. The Staff
at ELSPM take them for various sessions and each of the students is
making wonderful progress. While many students progress by
half a point each 10 weeks our students are setting world records
for improvements!

We wish them well as they continue their studies.
Orientation Days for NEW STUDENTS are
Tuesday January 24th OR Wednesday January 25th
ORIENTATION FOR ALL STUDENTS is
Friday January 27th
all sessions begin at 9.30am

We wish you all the blessingof the New Year
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